Recent effort in developing nonlinear optical techniques for surface studies is reviewed. Emphasis is on monolayer detection of adsorbed molecules on surfaces. It is shown that surface coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (CARS) with picosecond pulses has the sensitivity of detecting submonolayer of molecules. On the other hand, second harmonic or sum-frequency generation is also sensitive enough to detect molecular monolayers. Surface-enhanced nonlinear optical effects on some rough metal surfaces have been observed. This facilitates the detection of molecular monolayers on such surfaces, and makes the study of molecular adsorption at a liquid-metal interface feasible. Advantages and disadvantages of the nonlinear optical techniques for surface studies are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In surface science research, the physics and chemistry of adsorbed molecules on surfaces are often considered to be most important. Detection of molecular monolayers Or submonolayers is essential for such studies. Various techniques have already been developed for this purpose; yet only a few can be used to probe the microscopic properties of adsorbed molecules [1] . Among them, the photoemission spectroscopy is useful for studying the electronic transitions of the molecules in the far uv and X-ray region, while the electron loss spectroscopy is capable of probing the vibrational transitions, but the spectral resolution is limited. Inelastic electronic tunneling spectroscopy [2] , on the other hand, can yield high resolution vibrational spectra, but the molecules must be incorporated into a metal-insula tor-metal junction and studied at low temperature. Conventional optical techniques can also be used for surface studies with possible high spectral resolution [1] . They, however, have their own difficulties. The well-known ellipsometry technique can detect molecular monolayers, but it lacks the spectral selectivity. Infrared spectroscopy is generally not sensitive enough to detect monolayers on smooth surfaces except perhaps in a narrow spectral region [3] '. Recent advance in this area using a low-temperature thermal detection scheme allows the monolayer detection [4] , but the technique is limited to surface studies at liquid He temperature. Spontaneous Raman spectroscopy, in principle, is capable of detecting monolayers, but the Raman signal is usually masked by the luminescence background. New spectroscopic techniques which are both sensitive and of high resolution over a broad spectral region are clearly needed.
Recently, with the advent of tunable lasers, nonlinear optical spectroscopic techniques have been developed quite rapidly. They are often characterized by high sensitivity and fine spectral resolution. It is then natural to ask whether these techniques can be used for surface studies. Indeed, there has been some success in this respect in the past few years. \~e have found that surface coherent antiStokfs Raman spectroscopy (CARS) with picosecond pulses can have the sensitivity of detecting submonolayers of adsorbed molecules [5] . (2) 2 Heritage [6] and Levine et al. [7] have demonstrated that picosecond Raman gain spectroscopy can be used to obtain Raman spectra of thin films and molecular monolayers. The recent discovery of surface enhanced Raman scattering (which b'eing a two-photon transition can also be considered as a nonlinear optical process) has led to the possibility of studying adsorbed molecules on some rough metal surfaces by Raman spectroscopy [8] . We then realize that such surface enhancement should also happen to other nonlinear optical processes [9] . Study of adsorbed molecules on those rough metal surfaces by surface nonlinear optics then also becomes feasible [10] . In fact, a simple estimate would show that even a monolayer of adsorbed molecules on smooth surfaces can yield a detectable second-harmonic or sum-frequency signal. This suggests the possibility of studying adsorbed molecules by sum-frequency spectroscopy.
In this paper, we shall review the various nonlinear optical techniques for surface studies, with emphasis on our own recent work on surface CARS and detection of adsorbed molecules by second harmonic generation through surface enhancement. To begin with, we give a brief introduction on surface nonlinear optics [11] . It is then followed by discussion on surface CARS, surface-enhanced nonlinear optical effects, and detection of adsorbed molecules by second harmonic generation. The advantages and disadvantages of the nonlinear optical techniques over the conventional techniques for surface studies will be pointed out.
SURFACE NONLINEAR OPTICS
Surface nonlinear optics deals with nonlinear optical effects at an interface. Depending on the processes, it is to some degree affected by the material properties at the interface, and may therefore be used to study the interface. Yet, the subject has not received much attention since the early investigations of Bloembergen and coworkers on second-harmonic reflection from a surface [12] . As in the bulk case,~urface nonlinear optical effects are governed by the nonlinear polarization pNL induced around the interface by the incoming pump fields. Being a collection of oscillating dipoles, the nonlinear polarization acts as a source of radiation to generate the nonlinear output. We will consider only surface nonlinear wave mixing here. The formal derivation follows the usual solution of the wave equation with PNL as a driving source [11] .
[~x (Vx) -W 2 g/c 2 ]E(w) = (4~w2/c2)PNL(w) (1) with~• (gE + 4nPNL) = 0~~here, for example~PNLi2w) =·~(2):E(w)E(w) for second harmonic generat~on,~(w = lwl-w21 = X(3):El(Wl)El(Wl)E~(Wl) for CARS.
Note~that fNL cr eXPiik s • r) with k s = 2k 1 (w) for second harmonic generation, and k s = 2kl(Wl) -k2(W2) for CARS. The solution of Eq. (1) with appropriate boundary conditions is fairly straightforward, but tedious [11, 12] .· Its essential features can, however, be spelled out directly from physical argument. (1) The output field amplitude must have the form
where the subindices 1 and 2 refer to the two boundary media at the interface, and II and 1 refer to the components parallel and perpendicular to the interface.
The Y's are constants governing the efficiency of the induced dipole radiation.
(2) If PNL's are confined to layers of thickness much less than a wavelength, then Yi is proportional to the layer thickness di. (3) The output power in the medium with a dielectric constant £ is given by pump fields should be large. The former depends on the material and can be greatly enhanced near resonance. The latter are often limited by optical damage, but can be .enhanced using surface wave excitation.
SURFACE COHERENT ANTISTOKES RA}~SCATTERING
One of the potentially useful nonlinear spectroscopic methods for studies of thin films and adsorbed molecules is CARS [5] . The corresponding nonlinear susceptibility of the probed medium is for example, xfi)~4 x 10-14 esu and (xi 3 ))max~3 x 10-13 esu [13] . With (X~3))max of t~~s magnitude, the CARS signal can be easily detected in bulk benzene with pulsed laser intensity of the order of 1 MW/cm 2 • In the case of a thin film of benzene, however, the signal would be. hardly detectable even if pulsed lasers with near-breakdown intensity are used. Then, in order to enhance the surface CARS signal, we must increase the pump field Ei(wi) without increasing the incoming laser intensity. This can be done by using surface plasmons as pump fields. Surface plasmons are surface electromagnetic waves confined to the region around an interface between a metal and a dielectric, and propagating along the interface [14] . In the simple case of a plane interface (z = 0) with metal on Onp. side (z < 0) and dielectric on the other side (z > 0), the surface plasmon appears to be transverse magnetic and has the form
where EM and En are the dielectric constants of the metal and dielectric respectively, w~th EM <: 0, En > 0, and IEMI > En. It is seen from Eq. (5) that the surface plasmon field is confined to a layer of less than a wavelength. Then, if by some means, an input laser beam can be coupled with nearly 100% efficiency into a surface plasmon wave, then the field intensity at the surface is greatly enhanced, n~king the surface nonlinear optical effects more easily observable [15] .
There are a number of methods one can use to excite a surface plasmon [11] . One of them com1only used is the Kretschmann method shown in Fig. lea) [16] . The solid curve is a theoretical curve that fits the experimental data points. ' 
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The surface plasmon at the metal-dielectric interface is excited when the incoming beam in the glass prism has a wavevector component along the interface equal to~r. Experimentally, this is seen by a sharp reflectivity drop at the proper angle of incidence, indicating that most of the incoming beam power is coupled into the surface plasmon. An example is shown in Fig.~(b) . For a metal-air interface with -100% coupling efficiency, the field amplitude at the interface can be enhanced by a factor of 20 through surface plasmon excitation. For a metal-dielectric interface with ED~2.5, the enhancement can be -10. Therefore, if surface~smons are used as pump fields in surface CARS, the nonlinear polarization P • at the metal-dielectric interface can be enhanced by a factor of -10 3 , and the resulting CARS signal by -10 6 • Even with a less ideal metal-dielectric interface so that the field enhancement is only 5, the surface CARS signal will be enhanced by -1. 5 x 10 4 • The signal is further enhanced if the antiStokes generation is phase matched,. i.e., the generated antiStokes wave
is also a surface plasmon with k s , II = 2k 1 II -k2,11 =~i (w = 2w 1 -W2)' This is formally described by a factor (k s II -~15 in the denominator of the yls in Eq.
(2) [17] . ' The feasibility of doing CARS with surface p1asmons has actually been demonstrated using the setup in Fig. 2 [5] . The surface p1asmons at wl(6943 A) and w2 (7456 A) are excited through the glass prism. The relative angle between
k 1 II and k2 II is adjusted so that the phase matching condition for antiS tokes surface p1a~mon generation is satisfied •. The spectrum of IX(3)(w = 2wl -w2)1 2 is then obtained by scanning (wl -wz) and should show a resonant peak at wlWz~w v ' An example is shown in Fig. 3 , where benzene is the dielectric medium being studied. The experimental data are well described by the curve of IX(3)I Z with X(3) given in Eq. (4). A detailed calculation also predicts an antiS tokes power output (6) wh~re~l and~2 are the incoming pump power in ergs/sec. and ¢ is the pump beam waist at the interface. For input pulses with pu1sewidth T = 25 nsec, ¢ =
;; It is interesting to note that the effective interaction length here is limited by the attenuation length of surface plasmons, which is very short, of the order of 10'~m on silver, because of the large attenuation constant in metal. Therefore, the CARS signal will not be significantly changed even if the dielectric medium is absorbing as long as the absorption is not too strong. This has actually been experimentally verified [18] . . We realize that because of the short penetration length of surface plasmons into the dielectric, only a dielectric layer of~1000 A effectively contributes to the CARS signal in the above case. Yet the signal is still easily detectable. This suggests that the scheme should be useful to study thin films and overlayers, and possibly surface-specific problems. If the signal can be increased by another few orders of magnitude, then even the spectroscopic study of adsorbed molecular monolayers should be possible.
To increase the CARS signal, we must increase the pump field intensities, but the latter are often limited by optical damage on the metal surface. Fortunately, in many cases, the optical damage threshold is set by energy/cm 2 per pulse impinged on the surface. Assuming that this is true for pulses with pulsewidths less than 100 nsec., we can then increase the pump field intensities by simply reducing the pulsewidth. According to Eq. (6), if we take a reasonable damage threshold to be 20 mJ/cm 2 , then with 10-psec pump pulses of energy 10~J/pulse focused to a beam waist of 10~m at the -interface, the expect-
ed signal is -lOll photons/pulse from benzene. We should remember that the signal here mainly comes from a -1000 A layer (-:--100 monolayers) of benzene at the interface. Since the coherent signal is proportional to the square 9f the number of radiating molecules, we reach the conclusion that even a single monolayer of benzene molecules can yield a CARS output of -10 7 photons/puls~. Therefore, surface CARS studies of adsorbed molecular monolayers certainly appears feasible.
URFACE RAMAN GAIN SPECTROSCOPY Among other coherent Raman spectroscopic techniques, stimulated Raman gain spectroscopy has attracted much attention because of its high sensitivity; its ability to suppress luminescence, and its resulting spectrum free of nonresonant background [19] . From the simple theory of stimulated Raman scattering, the Stokes output field can be written as E E e G s so
We can actually consider the case for G~1 also as a wave mixing process with an output
The Raman gain is proportional to the pump intensity IE~12. Therefore, if the pump energy impinging on the medium should be limited, the use of picosecond pulses can greatly increase the sensitivity of the Raman gain spectroscopy. With continuously~ode-locked lasers and synchronous detection scheme, nearly shot noise limited performance can be achieved. Detection of a gain as small as G -10-8 is possible [20] . The technique should then be sensitive enough to record the Raman spectrum of a molecular monolayer.~ndeed, Heritage [6] has succeeded in observing the Raman spectrum of a monolayer of p-nitrobenzoic acid on aluminum oxide, and Levipe and coworkers [7] has obtained the Raman spectrum of a 20 A layer of silicon.
Since the gain is proportional to the pump intensity, it can certainly be further enhanced by using surface plasmons as the pump field. An enhancement of one to t~,TO. ordp'CS can be expected.
SURFACE SECOND-HARMONIC AND SUM-FREQUENCY GENERATION
While third-order nonlinear processes can be used to detect molecular monolayers, one may expect that second-order processes can also do the job. This is actually very'interesting because in a medium with inversion symmetry, the second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the bulk vanishes in the electric dipole approximation. The surface atomic or molecular layer has, however, no inversion symmetry. Its contribution to X(2) is therefore equivalent to the elec'-." tric quadrupole and magnetic dipole contribution to X(2) from about 1000 layers of atoms or molecules in the bulk [12] . In actual experiments, the effective interaction length is given by the inverse of the wavevector mismatch 16kl. Then, if 16kl~10 4 cm-l , the surface contribution to X\2) may dominate over
the bulk contribution. Thus, the second-order processes may allow us to look selectively at the interface. The second-order process is in fact sensitive enough to detect a surface monolayer by shining the pump beams directly on the surface. This can be seen from the following estimate. The detailed calculation of second harmonic generation from a molecular monolayer predicts a signal [12] 256'IT 3
' where NA is the surface density of molecules in cm-2 , and a(2) is the nonlinear polarizability of the molecules in esu. If we choose the reasonable values of N A -4 x 10 14 /cm 2 , a(2) -10~30 esu,~lT/A -20 mJ/cm 2 at A = 1.06~m, A -0.2 cm 2 , and T -10 nsec, we find S -60 photons/pulse, which as a highly directional coherent output, is readily detectable. With the pulse energy limited to below the damage threshold, the signal can be further enhanced by orders of magnitude using picosecond pulses and/or surface plasmon pump fields. In addition, a(2) for molecules adsorbed on surfaces may be larger than 10-30 esu as a result of molecular alignment and molecule-surface interaction.
Experimentally, second harmonic reflection from a surface of metal or semiconductor with inversion symmetry can be easily detected using a simple se"tup as shown in Fig. 4 . In those cases, the pump beam only penetrates few hundred 
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A into the sample. The second harmonic signal is believed to come mainly from the first one or two surface atomic layers [12] . Submonolayer coverage of sodium on germanium can be detected by an increase in the second harmonic reflection [21] . Hore recently, we have been able to detect a monolayer of p-nitrobenzoic acid on sapphire or aluminum oxide and rhodamine 6G on glass [22] . To demonstrate the possibility of doing monolayer spectroscopy with a second-order nonlinear optical process, we have also measured the second harmonic output as a function of the pump frequency. Indeed, a resonant peak is observed when 2w is scanned through the So -S2 transition of the Rhodamine 110 monolayer [22] .
As a natural extension, one would use sum-frequency generation for spectrosopic studies of molecular monolayers. Th~signal strength is expected to be roughly the same as that of second harmonic generation. If one of the beams is \ \ 8 tunable in the infrared, then the frequency dependence of the sum-frequency outp ut yields the vibrational spectrum of the adsor~ed molecules.
SURFACE ENHANCED NONLINEAR OPTICAL EFFECTS
We have seen that the field intensity at a smooth metal-dielectric interface can be greatly enhanced through excitation of surface plasmon waves. The same should be true on a rough metal surface. In the latter" case, the surface plasmon can be excited directly by shining the beam on the surface because the rough structure can be regarded as a set of random gratings and the surface plasmon can be excited through the grating coupling. On a very rough metal surface, localized surface plasmons can exist on local surface structure of dimension much smaller than a wavelength and enhance the local field around the structure. To illustrate this, consider a metal sphere immersed in a dielectric medium with radius much smaller than a wavelength. Then, in the presence of an incoming beam, the optical field distribution around the sphere can be calculated using the electrostatic approximation [23] . The solution of the problem is well known [24] . The field at a distance r~a from the center of the sphere is given by (9) shows that at this resonance the local field is greatly enhanced and proportional to Im(EM + 2ED)' Also, the field, having an r-3 dependence, drops off rapidly with increasing r. Therefore, the optical response from the medium may be strongly dominated by the immediate region around the resonant local structure. This is particularly true for nonlinear optical effects. More generally, the local field correction factor for a local metal structure of general shape is expected to have a form L ex: [f(E}1/ED)]-1. The local surface plasmon resonance occurs when Ref = O. The local field is also expected from the well-known lightning rod effect to be stronger-on a more pointing structure [25] . Because of the big local field enhancement due to local surface plasmon resonance, surface nonlinear optical effects at a very rough metaldielectric interface can be greatly enhanced. Since the nonlinearly induced dipole is now given by p(n)(w) = a(n)E£oC(Wl) ---E~oc(wn) instead of p(n)(w) = a(n)E(Wl) ---E(w n ) which is true in the absence of the local metal structure, the output, being proportional to L 2 (w)!p(n)(w) 1 2 , is enhanced by a factor (10) This has not taken into account possible further enhancement from increase of a(n) due to molecule-metal interaction at the interface. The latter certainly contributes to the recently discovered surface enhancement on Raman scattering [26] , but is not generally believed to be the dominant mechanism for the observed enhancement. Now, on a surface with random rough structure, L(w) varies over the surface. Different local structures are resonant at different frequencies, and therefore the same local structure cannot be expected to yield maximum local field correction at two very different frequencies. The observed enhancement n should be an average over the surface silver surface, we find for second harmonic generation and Raman scattering, n "" 10 4 ; for sum-frequency generation, n "" 20; for third harmonic generation, n "" 3 x 10 6 ; and for CARS, n "" 10 9
• Such large enhancement should, of course, be readily observable. The big increase in the signal from the immediate neighborhood of the rough metal structure greatly facilitates the surface monolayer detection.
The recent discovery of surface enhanced Raman scattering has attracted a great deal of attention [26] . An enhancement of "" 10 6 in Raman intensity per molecule is observed for molecules on a rough silver surface.~fuile enhancement up to "" 10 2 may come from molecule-silver interaction, the rest is believed to be due to the local field enhancement originated from surface plasmon resonance. The large overall enhancement makes the Raman spectroscopic measurement on adsorbed submonolayer of molecules a fairly simple matter.
Surface enhancement of second harmonic generation has also been observed [9] . In this case, since a smooth bare metal surface can already yield a detectable signal, and no adsorbed molecule on the surface is needed for the measurement, the enhancement can be obtained directly by comparing the second harmonic signals from a smooth surface and a rough surface, and is solely due to the local field increase. The experimental results obtained by Q-switched Nd:YAG laser pulses on silver using the setup of Fig. 4 are given in Fig. 5 . The second harmonic signal at 5320 A shows a quadratic dependence on the input laser power. The signal from the electrolytically roughened surface 'is 10 4 times larger than that from the smooth. evaporated surface. Surface enhanced second harmonic generation has also been observed on copper and gold. The enhancement is only "" 10 3 • This can be understood from the smaller value of L(w) owing to the larger values of ImE for copper arid gold.
Other surface enhanced nonlinear optical effects have also been observed.
For example, the.suill~frequency generation from a rough silver surface with Al = 1.06 j.Jm and A2 = 0.53 j.Jm shows an enhancement of "" 10 as predicted [22] . A!llong others, surface enhancement of one-photon [27] and multiphoton [9] excited luminescence,hyper Raman scattering [28] , third harmonic generation [29] , and four-wave mixing [29] have also been seen. In most cases, the actual enhancement factor is difficult to measure because the signal from a smooth surface is far from being detectable as one would predict from estimates. The mere fact that these processes can be observed on a rough surface indicates an extremely large surface enhancement.
DETECTION OF ADSORBED UOLECULES BY SECOND HAE10NIC GENERATION ON A SILVER ELEC-TRODE
The very large surface enhancement should permit an easy detection of ad-
. Fig. 5 . Power-law dependences of the nonlinear signal on silver. The upper and lower solid curves show the quadra-, tic dependence of the diffuse SH signal from the rough bulk sample and of the sorbed molecular monolayers on the rough metal surfaces as long as the nonlinear susceptibility of the adsorbed molecules is larger than that of the metal (10) . This is easily demonstrated by monitoring the second 'harmonic signal from the silver electrode submerged in the electrolytic cell (see Fig. 6 ) durseE Ag Pt GLASS CELL Fig. 6 . Electrolytic cell for measurements of surface enhanced optical effects.
\ ing the oxidation-reduction cycle. The silver surface is first roughened by one or two electrolytic cycles. The second harmonic signal from the roughened surface is then monitored in a subsequent cycle.' The result of a typical run is shown in Fig. 7 . At the beginning of the oxidation cycle, the signal'rises sharply as AgCt is formed on the electrode. It soon levels off after the formation of 3 or 4 monolayers of AgCt on average, judging from the amount of charge transfer that has occurred. This can be explained knowing that only the surface molecular l~J~rs should contribute to second harmonic generation. The signal variatic~d~ring the oxidation-reduction cycle, especially the monotonic increase during the reduction period, is probably due to change of surface roughness through (emoval and redeposition of silver. 'Finally, at the end of the reduction cycle, the signal drops suddenly as the last 3 or 4 layers of AgCt are reduced. In the present case, field-induced second h~rmonic generation is not responsible for the observed signal because the latter is insensitive to the bias voltage VAg-SCE and remains unchanged when the oxidation or reduction process is stoppea in the middle of the cycle. After the 0xiclation-reduction cycle, if pyridine (0.05M) is added to the electrolytic solution and a negative bias of VAg-SCE --1.1 v is applied, the second harmonic signal increases by 25-50 times (see Fig. 7 ). From the results of electrochemistry and surface enhanced Raman scattering, it is known that the negative bias causes a monolayer of pyridine molecules to be adsorbed on the silver electrode. Therefore, the signal increase must come from the adsorbed pyridine monolayer. In the experiment, an input pulse of 0.2 mJ at 1.06~m focused to a 0.2 cm 2 spot on the silver electrode is used. The second harmonic output is as strong as 8 x 10 5 photons/pulse. The corresponding nonlinear polarizability a(2) for the adsorbed pyridine molecule is found to be 2 x 10-29 esu if the surface ,enhancement on the rough electrode is assumed to be 10 4 • This value of a(2) seems to be larger than one normally expects for similar molecules (-10-30 esu) [30] . It is possible that a(2) may have been enhanced through the molecule-metal interaction.
• The adsorption of pyridine on silver is known to depend on the bias voltage VAg-SCE' The second harmonic signal from pyridine isa crude measure of the amount of pyridine adsorbed on silver. The data in Fig. 8 show that pyridine begins to be adsorbed at VAg-SCE --0. VAg-seE (volts) We can in fact use second harmonic generation to obtain an adsorption isotherm, i.e., the surface density of adsorbed pyridine molecules versus pyridine concentration in the electrolytic solution [31] . The second harmonic signal can be written as~(2w) = (A + BN A )2, where A is from silver and BNA from the adsorbed pyridine with NA being its surface density. Figure 9 shows the exper- VAg-SCE = -1.0 v in a a.lM KCR. aqueous solution. As shown, the data can be fit very well by the simple Langmuir equation [32] .. The theoretical fit in Fig. 9 yields a value of~G = 5.1 KCal/mole for pyridine on silver. A similar adsorption isotherm can also be obtained by surface enhanced Raman $cattering; the initial slope of the curve is somewhat higher, yielding a somewhat higher adsorption free energy~G = 5.7 KCal/mole.
Surface enhanced second harmonic generation from other molecules adsoroed on silver, such as CN, pyrazine, etc., can also be de~ected. It is intere~ting to compare the results of pyridine and pyrazine~The pyrazine molecule~'N is centrosymmetric, but ·the pyrazine molecule <:;;N is not. Therefore,for isolated molecules, a.(2) = a for pyrazine and a.(2) =1= a for pyridine. If the molecules are adsorbed on a surface, however, both can have nonvanishing a.(2) because the molecule-surface interaction breaks the symmetry. How much a. (2) is changed, of course, depends on how strong the molecule-surface interaction is. The second harmonic signal from pyrazine versus VAg-SeE is shown in Fig. 10 [33]. Its maximum is about 4 times smaller than that from pyridine, indicating • that a.(2) for pyrazine is only 2 times less than a.(2) for pyridine. This leads to the conclusion that pyrazine is chemically adsorbed on silver with a fairly strong pyrazine-silver interaction. The same conclusion has been obtained from Raman measurements: In principl~, s±nce second harmonic generation from a smooth metal surfacẽ I can be detecteu; that from an adsorbed molecular monolayer should also be detectable as long as the second-order nonlinearity of the molecules is larger than that of the metal. Then, surface enhancement is not needed for monolayer detection. In practice, monolayer adsorption of molecules on a smooth metal surface can often be. prepared only in ultrahigh vacuum systems.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we consider the advantages and disadvantages or possible difficulties of the various nonlinear optical techniques for surface studies. The common advantages of all nonlinear optical techniques as compared to the -existing techniques are their capabilities for in-situ measurements under different environmental conditions, high-resolution spectroscopic studies, and \ 14 transient studies with picosecond resolution. The disadvantages usually arise from the presence of an unwanted background signal and the requirement of an appropriate laser system with a broad range of tunability. Surface damage and desorption of molecules by laser heating limit the input laser power. This may also lead to difficulty.
Specifically, the various techniques have their own strong and weak points. Surface enhanced Raman scattering has high sensitivity and good spectralresolution over the entire vibrational spectroscopic range. It would be an ideal tool for surface studies, but unfortunately, the surface enhancement effect is appreciable only on'very few metals, and the rough surface condition makes the analysis of results extremely difficult. Other surface enhanced nonline~r optical processes have similar difficulties.
Second harmonic generation can be more sensitive than Raman scattering, and presumably can be used to study not only gas-solid interface but also liquidsolid interface. However, the process with a fixed pump laser frequency is not spectrally selective (it resembles ellipsometry in this respect), and it is often difficult to discriminate the signal from the adsorbed molecules from that of the substrate, especially if the latter is larger than or comparable to the former. ana rough surface, the second harmonic output is diffuse in all directions. Then, the luminescence background from the substrate, if very strong, may also become a nuisance. Second harmonic generation with a tunable visible laser allows allows surface spectroscopic studies involving electronic transitions. For studies of vibrational transitions, tunable infrared lasers are needed. Then, for better detection sensitivity, sum-frequency generation with a tunable infrared beam and~visible beam should be used. The technique could have high-resolution and high-sensitivity capability, but unfortunately, highintensity infrared lasers with tunability over the entire infrared range are not yet available.
Second-harmonic or sum-frequency generation depends to some extent on the molecular orientation on the surface. Thus, measurements with different polarizations may be able to yield information about the orientation of the adsorbed molecules. The polarization dependence may also be used to suppress the background signal from the substrate.
The Raman gain spectroscopy also has high sensitivity and spectral resolution, and is capable of suppressing the luminescence and nonresonant background. It, however, requires two stable synchronously pumped CW picosecond dye lasers. The thermal effect caused by laser heating of the substrate yields, on the other hand, a background signal that limits the detection sensitivity. At present, the Raman gpjn measurement on a mol~cular monolayer is still a very difficult task.
Coherent antiS tokes Raman scattering with surface plasmons may prove to be extremely sensitive with picosecond pulses. Like other Raman spectroscopy, it easily covers the entire vibrational spectroscopic range. Its sensitivity will, however, be 1i.m::.hcd by the nonresonant background coming from the four-wave mixing process in the metal or substrate. Polarization dependence can perhaps be used to suppress the background. The requirement of surface plasmon excitation makes the experimental arrangement somewhat difficult.
In conclusion, we should point out that the development of nonlinear optical techniques for surface studies has only begun very recently. }lany difficulties are yet to be overcome. The initial results have, however, suggested a rather bright future for these techniques. It is anticipated that in another few years they could become a new class of useful tools for studies of both surface statics and surface dynamics. 
